The notion of soft sets is introduced as a general mathematical tool for dealing with uncertainty. In this work, we consider the concepts of GL-soft perfect sets, GR-soft perfect sets and G -soft perfect sets were introduced in the soft topological space (X, A, τ ) with a soft G which are extensions of the concepts soft τ G -closed, soft τ G -dense in itself and soft τ G -perfect, respectively. Also, we studied a characterization for suitable condition between the soft topology τ and the soft G utilizing GR-soft perfect sets. On a finite soft set a new generalized finite soft topology via GR-soft perfect sets, which is finer than soft topology τ G is obtained.
Introduction
Soft set was introduced by Molodtsov [12] as a mathematical approach to vagueness. The notion of topological space for soft sets was formulated by Shabir et. al. [16] . Of late many authors have studied various properties of soft topological spaces [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 18] .
The current work is aimed to introduce soft grills. The collections of GLsoft perfect, GR-soft perfect and G -soft perfect sets in soft topological spaces with soft grill will be presented and some properties of them are investigated.
A characterization for a suitable soft grill via GR-soft perfect sets will be studied. Also, a generalized soft topology via GR-soft perfect that is finer than soft topology τ G on (X, A) where X is a finite set will be obtained.
Preliminaries
In this section, we present the basic well-known definitions and results of the soft set theory that are useful for subsequent discussions. These definitions and more detailed explanations related to the soft sets and their properties can be found in [2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18] . Throughout this work, X refers to an initial universe set, P(X) is the power set of X (that is the set of all subsets of X) and A is a set of parameters.
Definition 2.1 F A is said to be soft set with support A over the universe X, if F is a mapping given by, F A : A−→P(X).
In what follows by SS(X, A), we denote the family of all soft sets over X. In particular (X, A) will be denoted byX A . 
Definition 2.2 A soft set F

Definition 2.3 Let F A , H A ∈SS(X, A). Then, (i) F
Definition 2.14 A non-empty collection G SS(X, A) of soft sets over X is called a soft grill, if the following conditions hold: (i) If F A ∈G and F
A H A , then H A ∈G. (ii) If F A H A ∈G, then F A ∈G or H A ∈G.
Definition 2.15 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, A, τ ). Consider the soft operator ϕ G : SS(X, A)−→SS(X, A), given by ϕ G (F
A )= {x α | U A F A ∈G for every soft open nbd. U A of x α } for every soft set F A .
Then, the soft operator ψ G : SS(X, A)−→SS(X, A), defined by for every soft set F
A , ψ G (F A )=F A ϕ G (F A )
is a kuratowski s closure operator and hence gives rise to a new soft topology
τ G ={H A | ψ G (X A -H A )=(X A -H A )} on (X, A) which is a soft finer than τ in general. A soft open base β(G, τ) for the soft topology τ G on (X, A) is given by β(G, τ)={(V A -F A ) | V A ∈τ , F A / ∈G} and τ β(G, τ) τ G .
Lemma 2.16 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, A, τ ). Then, for every F A ∈SS(X, A) the following statements hold
(i) If F A / ∈G, then ϕ G (F A )=∅ A . Moreover, ϕ G (∅ A )=∅ A . (ii) ϕ G ϕ G (F A ) ϕ G (F A )=Cl ϕ G (F A ) Cl F A . Moreover, ϕ G (F A ) is soft τ -closed. (iii)ϕ G (ψ G (F A ))=ψ G (ϕ G (F A ))= ϕ G (F A ). (iv) ψ G (ψ G (F A ))=ψ G (F A ). (v) If F A is a soft closed set, then ϕ G (F A ) F A . (vi) F A is a soft τ G -closed set if and only if ϕ G (F A ) F A .
Lemma 2.17 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, A, τ ). Then, for every F A , H A ∈SS(X, A) the following statements hold (i) F
A H A implies ϕ G (F A ) ϕ G (H A ). (ii) ϕ G (F A H A )=ϕ G (F A ) ϕ G (H A ). (iii) ϕ G (F A H A ) ϕ G (F A ) ϕ G (H A ). (iv) ϕ G (F A ) -ϕ G (H A )=ϕ G (F A -H A ) -ϕ G (H A ). (v) If H A / ∈G, then ϕ G (F A H A )=ϕ G (F A )=ϕ G (F A -H A ). (vi) If F A ΔH A / ∈G, then ϕ G F A =ϕ G H A .
Lemma 2.18 Let (X, A, τ ) be a soft topological space, F A ∈SS(X, A) and
G 1 , G 2 be two soft grills over X. Then, ϕ G1 (F A ) ϕ G2 (F A ), if G 1 G 2 .
Definition 2.19 Let (X, A, τ ) be a soft topological space and F A ∈SS(X, A). Then, [F
We call this grill the soft principal Generated by a soft set F A .
It is worth to mention that, in the current paper the following formulas will be used, for every 
Main Results
In this section, we introduce and study some of properties of the collections of soft subsets GL, GR and GΔ-soft perfect sets in a soft topological space (X, A, τ ).
Definition 3.1 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, A, τ ). A soft set F A is said to be: (i) Soft τ G -dense in itself, if F
A ϕ G (F A ). (ii) Soft G-dense, if ϕ G (F A )=X A . (iii) Soft G-perfect, if ϕ G (F A )=F A .
Definition 3.2 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, A, τ ). A soft set F A is said to be: (i) GL-soft perfect, if F
A / ∈G. (ii) GR-soft perfect, if F A / ∈G. (iii) GΔ-soft perfect, if (F A Δϕ G (F A )) / ∈G.
The collection of GL (resp., GR and GΔ)-perfect soft sets in (X, A, τ ) are denoted by GL-PSS(X, A) (resp., GR-PSS(X, A) and GΔ-PSS(X, A)).
Corollary 3.3 A soft set F A is both GL-soft perfect and GR-soft perfect in (X, A, τ ) if and only if it is GΔ-soft perfect set.
Lemma 3.4 Let (X, A, τ ) be a soft topological space with G=P(X) -{∅ A } and F A ∈SS(X, A). Then, (i) F A is soft G-perfect set and so GL-PSS(X, A)=GR-PSS(X, A)=GΔ-PSS(X, A)). (ii) Every GL (resp., GR, GΔ)-soft perfect sets is a soft
Proof (i) Obvious.
(ii) Follows directly from the Definitions 3.1, 3.2 and (vi) of Lemma 2.16.
Lemma 3.5 Let (X, A, τ ) be a soft topological space and F A ∈SS(X, A) with G=[F A ], then ϕ [F A ] (F A )=Cl τ F A and GR-PSS(X, A)=GΔ-PSS(X, A))=SS(X, A).
Proof Obvious from the Definition 2.12. G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, A, τ ) Proof In view of Definitions 3.1, 3.2 and τ τ G , the Proof follows directly.
Lemma 3.6 Let
Lemma 3.7 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, A, τ ). Then, the following statements hold (i)∅ A is GL-soft perfect, GR-soft perfect and GΔ-soft perfect sets. (ii)X
Proof Obvious by using Lemmas 2.16, 3.6.
Theorem 3.8 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, A, τ ) and a soft set F
Proof We prove only (i) and the rest of the proofs follows from Lemma 3.6. Since F A / ∈G and F A F A , then F A / ∈G. Hence, by using (i) of Lemma 2.16,
Corollary 3.9
The soft union F A F A is GΔ-soft perfect set. (X, A, τ ) be a soft topological space, F A ∈SS(X, A) and G 1 , G 2 be two soft grills over X with G 1 G 2 . Then, F A is GR-soft perfect set with respect to G 1 if it is GR-soft perfect set with respect to G 2 .
Theorem 3.10 Let
Proof Since G 1 G 2 and by using Lemma 2.18, then
Consequently, F A is GR-soft perfect set with respect to G 1 . G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, A, τ ) and  F A , H A be soft sets such that F A H A ϕ G (F A ), then ϕ G (F A )=ϕ G (H A ) .
Lemma 3.11 Let
, then by using Lemmas 2.16, 2.17
Theorem 3.12 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, A, τ ) and F A , H A be soft sets such that F
∈G. Hence by using Lemma 3.11 Proof GR-PSS(X, A) is a soft topology on a finite initial universe set X follows from Lemma 3.7 and Corollary 3.16. A soft topology Υ is finer than a soft topology τ G given by Lemma 3.6. 
Theorem 3.18 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, A, τ ). If the soft topology τ is suitable for a soft G on X, then GL-PSS(X, A)=SS(X, A).
Proof
